Targeted proteomics in the kidney using ensembles of antibodies.
Building on extensive physiological characterization of sodium transport mechanisms along the renal tubule over the past 30 years, complementary DNAs for almost all of the major transporters and channels responsible for renal tubular sodium reabsorption have been cloned over the past 10 years. The consequence is the generation of a broad range of cDNA and antibody probes which can be used to investigate physiological mechanisms on a molecular level. An ensemble of such probes can be exploited for comprehensive analysis of integrative physiological processes, approaches which are referred to as 'physiological genomics' or 'physiological proteomics'. In this review, we describe a targeted proteomic approach to comprehensive analysis of sodium transporter and water channel protein abundance along the renal tubule using an ensemble of rabbit polyclonal antibodies directed to the major sodium transporters and water channels expressed in each renal tubule segment. We discuss preparation and characterization of the antibodies, strategies for quantification of transporter protein abundance, and provide examples of the application of antibody-based targeted proteomics analysis of kidney tissue, revealing the effects of elevations of circulating aldosterone levels and circulating vasopressin levels on sodium transporter, sodium channel, and water channel abundance in kidney.